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Abstract
QMCube (QM³) is a suite written in the Python programming language, initially focused on multiscale QM/MM simulations of biological systems, but open enough to address other kinds of problems. It allows the user to combine highly efficient QM and MM programs, providing unified access to a wide range of computational methods. The suite also supplies additional modules with extra functionalities. These modules facilitate common tasks such as performing the setup of the models or process the data generated during the simulations. The design of QM³ has been carried out considering the least number of external dependencies (only an algebra library, already included in the distribution), which makes it extremely portable. Also, the modular structure of the suite should help to expand and develop new computational methods.

1. Introduction
Multiscale Quantum mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations represent, nowadays, one of the most reliable approximations to study chemical reactions in condensed media, such as aqueous and enzymatic processes. In this type of calculations, the model is divided, in the simplest approach, into a QM region comprising those atoms involved in the chemical step and, in some cases, part of the surrounding atoms. The rest of the model is then described using a MM forcefield. The way both subsystems interact leads to different flavors of QM/MM approaches, the additive scheme being one of the most popular. In the particular case of the electrostatic embedding, the partial charges representing the MM atoms are incorporated into the electronic self-consistent field calculation as a mono-electronic Coulomb term, perturbing the QM wave-function and, therefore, affecting the energy and the nuclear gradients.

Nowadays, it is quite common to find that a QM package allows us to include a partial charge distribution around the QM atoms, letting to perform a perturbed calculation. Furthermore, most of them enable to recover the corresponding forces acting on the partial charges. Whenever these forces are not directly provided, it could be still possible to calculate them from the electric field exercised by the QM subsystem at the partial charge location. In theory, this allows readily combining different QM and MM packages into a single calculation. This is usually unhandy in practice, requiring the development of specific in-house codes for a particular combination. This situation can be more challenging when a particular method or algorithm is not available neither in the QM package nor in the MM one. In these cases, and assuming that you have access to the source code, you have to overcome a learning curve to include the desired algorithm, which is not negligible.

Although there are other relatively recent open-source programs/suites that share similar features with QMCube, such as py-Chemshell,¹ Cuby,² ASE,³ or pDynamo⁴ (among others, this is not a complete list of existing codes), our suite offers a large number of interfaces with external programs (QM and MM), and provides an extremely high degree of flexibility and customization. As a result, QM³ quickly enables the user to perform multiscale QM/MM calculations. In addition, the framework has been organized so that it can be easily used as a platform for developing new features or methodologies, although some basic programming skills are advisable.

2. Code Overview
2.1 Architecture
The platform has been developed using the Python interpreted language, which facilitates the creation of the different scripts. Python is very flexible and is widely used in the scientific community. This means that the platform can be quickly integrated with other external programs, especially when they are written in this language. Besides, those procedures in the framework which are more CPU time consuming have been written in C to accelerate the calculations. In any case, the time spent by the processes of the platform will be generally smaller than the corresponding one from the execution of the external QM programs. For the sake of simplicity, the number of external dependencies has been reduced to the maximum: it only needs a mere Python installation (version 2.6 and higher), and an external algebra library such as LAPACK⁵ (included in the distribution, but optimized versions like Intel-MKL⁶, macOS-Accelerate or OpenBLAS⁷ can also be used). The resulting code is very portable and can be executed in almost any UNIX version (Linux, macOS, …).

The modules of the library can be organized into three groups: i) Modules that perform actions, such as molecular dynamics, geometry optimization (first and second-order algorithms), or free energy methods. ii) Modules, called engines, which are devoted to interface external programs of different nature or, for instance, providing harmonic restraints. And finally, iii) those providing different varieties of tools (gridding, interpolation, setup of the models, …). Also, there is an object for handling molecular systems (molecule), providing general purpose methods such as selections, transformations (rotations, pruning, …), or basic IO for common formats (PDB, XYZ, Z-Matrix). Lastly, a generic problem object is introduced to assemble all the needed components (molecule and engines) in order to perform a given action. On one side, this approach suffers from an extra information conversion (such as coordinates or gradients) to and from the engines, but on the other hand, it introduces a large inter-operatively and universality in the tool.

As a proof of concept, let’s discuss the minimization of a water dimer, one of the water molecules being described using QM (WQM) and the other one through MM (WMM). First, a problem object must be defined, which will provide the properties: problem.coor (six-element vector), problem.func (scalar), problem.grad (six-element vector), and the problem.get_grad method. Then, the
minimization algorithm accesses in each iteration to the previous properties after calling the get_grad method, and updates the problem.coor with a new geometry, hopefully, closer to the minimum (see Scheme 1):
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**Scheme 1.** Interaction between the problem object and the actions.minimize algorithm.

To be useful, the problem object must contain a molecule object and multiple engines acting on it. The molecule has to consider all the atoms of the model in the form of coordinates (molecule.coor) as well as other information (such as atom labels, atom types, partial charges). In general, the coordinates of the problem will be the same (problem.coor = molecule.coor) or a reduced subset of the molecule coordinates (as in the case of having frozen atoms in the model). In our toy model, both vectors should be the same. Finally, we need two engines, one for each Hamiltonian level: engine_MM and engine_QM. Both engines provide a get_grad method that acts on a molecule object used as a parameter, which accumulates the corresponding potential energy (QM or MM) and gradient vector in the molecule object (see Scheme 2):
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**Scheme 2.** Interaction between the molecule object and both QM and MM engines.

As a general fact, the engine_MM considers all the atoms in the molecule, keeping the QM atoms frozen and reduced to Lennard-Jones spheres (the charges on the QM atoms in the MM forcefield must be made zero previously to any calculation). Therefore, the gradient vector accumulated by these MM engines on the molecule.grad only affects to the mobile MM atoms of the system. On the other hand, the engine_QM is typically applied on a reduced set of atoms (substrate and, maybe, part of the surrounding amino-acids or a few water molecules). The wave function associated with the electrons of the QM atoms is then perturbed by the point charges representing the surrounding MM atoms. The gradient contribution arising from this electrostatic QM-MM interaction is then accumulated in both QM and MM atoms gradient (molecule.grad).

The only energy term missing after applying the different engines on the molecule.func and molecule.grad would be the gradient contribution of the Lennard-Jones term to the QM atoms. For this purpose, an additional engine (engine_QMLJ) must also be incorporated as part of the problem object. In short, the problem.get_grad method must be built using sequential calls to engine_MM.get_grad, engine_QM.get_grad and engine_QMLJ.get_grad. The resulting molecule.grad vector is then suitable to be used as a problem.grad (or just a portion) and then propagated to the actions.minimize algorithm.

In practice, the fully functional Python script needed to perform the calculation (see Listing 1) can be split into three main sections: i) import modules, ii) define the problem, and iii) apply a minimization action on the problem. This scheme reduces the number of resources consumed during the calculation since it loads only the required modules into memory. This is accomplished in lines 2-9 of the following listing:

**Listing 1.** Python script for optimizing a QM/MM water dimer

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
import os
import time
import qm3.mol
import qm3.problem
import qm3.engines.namd

# problem definition
problem = qm3.problem.problem()
problem.molecule = qm3.mol.molecule()
problem.molecule.coor = [x for x in range(10)]
problem.molecule.atoms = ['H'] * 10
problem.molecule.atom_names = ['H'] * 10
problem.molecule.atom_types = ['H'] * 10

# minimization
action = qm3.actions.minimize()
action.set_options()
action.minimize(1, problem, engine_MM, engine_QM, engine_QMLJ)
```
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import qm3.engines.dftb
import qm3.engines.mmint
import qm3.actions.minimize

os.environ["QM3_LIBDFTB"] = "./libdftb+.so"

class my_problem(qm3.problem.template):
    def __init__(self):
        qm3.problem.template.__init__(self)
        self.mol = qm3.mol.molecule("pdb")
        self.mol.psf_read("psf")
        self.mol.nbond_read("non_bonded")

    def get_grad(self):
        self.mol.grad = 0.0
        self.mol.grad = [0.0 for i in range(3 * self.mol.natm)]
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)
        self.emm.get_grad(self.mol)

    obj = my_problem()
    qm3.actions.minimize.fire(obj)

Lines 13-44 account for the whole problem definition, whose declaration derives from the \texttt{qm3.problem.template} (lines 13-15). The latter provides basic properties and methods, such as numerical gradient and Hessian evaluations. Then, the molecule is defined as a property of the problem in lines 17-19. Line 17 populates the molecule object from an existing PDB file ("pdb"). At line 18, the molecule object recovers the atom types, charges, and masses from a X-PLOR\textsuperscript{8} compatible PSF file ("psf"). Finally, Lennard-Jones parameters for the given types are loaded from "non_bonded" file (line 19, epsilon in kcal/mol and Rmin/2 in Å). The following blocks correspond to the inclusion of the different engines within the problem. In lines 21-26, a background process of Namd,\textsuperscript{9} the MM engine is launched and kept reading from a UNIX pipe. This methodology is the optimal approach for external MM engines since the time spent by these kinds of programs to configure the system is usually large. Therefore, multiple calls would reduce calculation performance (although this approach is still available within QM\textsuperscript{3}). As will be discussed in the next section, we are using a patched version of Namd (\texttt{qm3.engines.namd.namd.shm}), which allows exchanging information with QM engines using shared memory, thus increasing the speed of calculations. The QM engine is configured on line 28. The semi-empirical DFTB\textsuperscript{9,10} program has been chosen for describing the QM water molecule at the DFTB3 level, using the 3ob-3-1 parameters.\textsuperscript{11} The engine needs to know which atoms will be treated QM (0, 1, and 2, as C-indexing) and which ones will be surrounding point charges (MM atoms: 3, 4, and 5). In this particular case, the program has been used as a dynamic library (\texttt{qm3.engines.dftb.dlt_dftb}), which again avoids using files to exchange information with QM\textsuperscript{3}. At line 30, the last engine provides the Lennard-Jones gradient for the QM atoms (\texttt{qm3.engines.mmint.QMLJ}), which is not evaluated by Namd, since the MM engine keeps frozen the QM atoms. The ending of the problem description arises in lines 32-35, where the system size (as the total amount of variables), the coordinates, the function, and the gradient vector are declared; just the \texttt{get_grad} method remains to be defined, as shown in lines 37-44. First, the function and gradient vector of the molecule are set to zero (lines 38 and 39). Next, the gradient for the current molecular geometry is evaluated by each engine (lines 40, 41, and 42). Finally, the potential energy and the gradient vector are recovered from the molecule and mapped into the corresponding problem properties (lines 43 and 44). At this point, we only need to create a problem object (line 47) and use it as an argument to perform optimization using the FIRE\textsuperscript{12,13} algorithm (line 48).

2.2 Engines

The engines interfaced by QM\textsuperscript{3} can be briefly classified into three main categories: MM engines, QM engines (including those plain semi-empirical ones), and collective variables. Additionally, QM/MM able engines can also be directly used (such as CHARMM,\textsuperscript{14} iDynamo,\textsuperscript{15,16} or Sander\textsuperscript{17,18}) for those cases where a particular action or algorithm is not natively available. The available engines, at present, are summarized in Table 1.
and 1 code generated for the code (whenever it is available) within QM. Finally, mean force environment on a given atom or linear combination case of the collective variable allows developing or extending an interface.

By means of multiple executions time involved can be carried out either reading the output generated by the external program can be carried out either by parsing the generated files or directly by using shared memory (indicated as "(SHM)"). We provide the needed patches along QM to enable SHM based IO for some of the programs whenever the source code is available. This option enhances the communication performance, reducing global execution times (alternatively, standard calculations can be performed within the /dev/shm folder on Linux machines). Moreover, some of the engines allow to be loaded from Python as a dynamic library (see "Library" in the third column of Table 1) or provide direct Python bindings (shown as "Python"). Finally, the internal module mol_mech provides a rudimentary force field intended to work with small molecules.

The next fourteen rows of Table 1 correspond to electronic QM programs, being the first four ones based on semi-empirical methods. All these engines currently interfaced provide a wide range of ab initio, density functional, or post Hartree-Fock methods to perform QM/MM calculations or externally enrich any of the programs with a missing method or algorithm. As stated in the introduction, most electronic structure programs allow nowadays to include point charges, representing the MM atoms, around the QM ones, thus performing a perturbed calculation. Furthermore, the majority of them let recovering the electronic gradient counterpart on the MM charges. This contribution is still feasible to be obtained via the electric field generated by the QM system on the MM charges positions or, as a last resort, classically from a fitted charge distribution of the QM atoms. The typical way to access QM engines is by means of multiple executions, using standard IO files; this is because the time spent on a QM calculation usually exceeds the time involved in setting up the input and parsing the results. The only exception is the semi-empirical based methods, where the corresponding dynamic libraries have been adapted or developed to boost performance. As a general rule, the input of all the QM engines is based on templates, thus being the calculations fully customizable and reducing the number of options to consider when developing or extending an interface.

The last five rows of Table 1 correspond to modules designed to add soft restraints (mmres), to make use of collective variables (_colvar_v, _colvar_s, and PLUMED), and introducing additional interactions between QM and MM kind engines (mmint). In the case of the collective variables, QM allows applying harmonic restraints on both the electrostatic potential generated by a classical environment on a given atom or linear combination,7 as well as on the s path-based collective variable38–40 to conduct potential of mean force (PMF) calculations. Besides, the interface with PLUMED41,42 provides access to a wider range of collective variables or even enables metadynamics.43,44

Finally, provided that there are covalent boundaries between QM and MM regions, the link atom approach45 has been adopted within QM. The main reason is that this convention allows using virtually any QM engine without introducing any modification in the code (whenever it is available). Since the responsibility for fixing the boundary between the QM and MM engines lies on the user, we help generate the necessary amount of additional soft restraints in the form of bonds, angles, and dihedrals. The automatic code generated for the hydrogen peroxide is shown in the following listing, where half of the molecule is considered QM (atoms 0 and 1, C-indexing), and the rest is MM (atoms 2 and 3). The user still must provide appropriate values of force constants and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mol_mech</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARMM</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fDynamo</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namd</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber (Sander)</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lammps</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT-D3</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFTB+</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber (SQM)</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xTB</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deMon</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamess-US</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSDalton</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWChem</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orca</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psi4</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-Chem</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeraChem</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGEL</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmres</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_colvar_v</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_colvar_s</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUMED</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmint</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first six rows of Table 1 correspond to MM or QM/MM programs, presenting different flavors of interfaces with QM. Since these programs usually spend more time on initialization tasks, such as system definition or setting up non-bonding interactions, a single execution during all the calculations is the preferred option (see "Pipe" in the third column of Table 1). In this way, the external executable is fed through a UNIX pipe, asking for a given property on demand (such as energy or gradient vector). When this option is not currently available, the program is executed each time a property is demanded (referred to as "Files"). Likewise, reading the output generated by the external program can be carried out either by parsing the generated files or directly by using shared memory (indicated as "(SHM)").
reference parameters for the restraints. Notice that the corresponding energies are scaled by zero ("ffac", thus not taken into account) since the MM engine already considers them, and only the gradient contribution on the QM atom is needed ("gfac").
2.3 Actions

Once the problem object has been defined, containing a molecule object and the appropriate number of engines, the next step is to perform a particular action. Currently, there are several actions available in QM³, listed in the Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action (module)</th>
<th>Method / Algorithm</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>minimize</td>
<td>Conjugate Gradient PLUS</td>
<td>12,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partitioned Rational Function Optimization (P-RFO)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baker’s mode-following</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differential Evolution</td>
<td>48-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genetic paths</td>
<td>Local Quadratic Approximation (LQA)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamics</td>
<td>Velocity-Verlet</td>
<td>52,53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Langevin-Verlet</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>string energia</td>
<td>On-the-fly String</td>
<td>55,56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grote_hynes</td>
<td>Transmission Coefficients</td>
<td>40,57-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neb</td>
<td>Nudged Elastic Band</td>
<td>59-61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common action corresponds to the optimization of the geometrical coordinates of the model; this is achieved through different algorithms implemented in the minimize module, depending on the information used during the optimization: FIRE or the Conjugate Gradient when using the gradient vector and the rational function optimization or the Baker algorithm whenever the Hessian matrix is available (second-order algorithms). In the two later, the mode being followed during the optimization can be initially selected and made it change during the process by means of a vector overlap mechanism. Indeed, the quadratic methods can also locate transition structures (TS) using a micro/macro iterative scheme. In such a case, they would be applied to a small subset of atoms comprising mostly the reacting fragments/molecules (or core), while the rest of the system (or environment) is kept fully relaxed at each core iteration through the gradient vector evaluation. Once a TS has been located and properly characterized by inspecting Hessian matrix eigenvalues, the corresponding reactions paths towards reactants and products can be traced down based on the local quadratic approximation as implemented in the paths module. This module can also use a micro/macro scheme and apply special conditions (such as initial longer/shorter steps or trying to avoid, in a rudimentary way, recrossings). Likewise, it allows performing a restart of the algorithm for those cases where the number of steps is not enough or a crash has occurred. An alternative way to obtain the minimum energy path (MEP) is through the nudged elastic band method (NEB). Our NEB implementation draws on the most appropriate method for the tangent evaluation at each node, based on the potential energy. In addition to the serialized version, it can also be run in parallel through an MPI interface, being able to use chunks if the number of nodes of the band does not fit the number of available processors. Finally, a zero-order genetic algorithm is also provided for performing optimizations on systems with a large number of local minima (not necessarily chemical models). In particular, three different flavors of the differential evolution are available depending on the implementation: a serialized version (based on “rand/1”), an MPI version, and a threaded one (both based on “rand-to-best/1”), all of them using binominal crossovers. Although the parallel versions are generally the fastest, the serial one allows, by design, a larger number of crossings among the generated populations.

Another common action is performing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. QM³ incorporates the Velocity-Verlet integrator in two different ensembles: NVE and NVT. While no particular action is required to constrain the internal energy, the Langevin thermostat is the preferred way to keep the average temperature constant. The combination of the Berendsen thermostat and barostat (NpT) was explored, using the numerical derivative of the internal energy with respect to the volume for calculating the instantaneous pressure. However, it was dismissed since some MM programs do not allow changing the system cell dimensions during the simulations. Anyhow, MD simulations in the NVT ensemble allow to estimate free energies using different methodologies, such as the PMF through the combination of the umbrella sampling (US) and the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM), or via the free energy perturbation method (FEP) along the reaction path. An alternative way to obtain free energy surfaces (FES) is by combining MD with the on-the-fly string method, where the free energy is recovered from the mean forces acting on the evenly spaced nodes of a string defined by a single collective variable. Once a string has converged, all the information generated, as the node positions and their corresponding averaged metrics (associated with the usual curvilinear
nature of the geometrical coordinates defining the collective variable), can also be reused to properly define a collective path variable, such as the s-coordinate (colvar_s), and perform a standard 1D-PMF with it.

Finally, MD in the NVE ensemble can be useful to evaluate transmission coefficients using both the flux theory\cite{70} or the Grote-Hynes approach\cite{59,60,61} (GH). While the former does not require any special treatment beyond NVE-MD or the projection of the reaction coordinate components of the initial velocities, the *grote_hynes* module allows, by means of Lagrange multipliers, to remove and record the forces acting on the reaction coordinate during the MD on the transition structure, and thus to estimate the friction kernel from their autocorrelation.

### 2.4 Utilities

In addition to the problem object building blocks, different tools have been incorporated, most of them fulfilling internal dependencies but which enrich the QM\textsuperscript{3} suite providing more functionalities. Some of them are listed in Table 3 and presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>interpolation</strong></td>
<td>Different flavors of interpolation methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grids</td>
<td>Tools for working with grids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stats</td>
<td>Basic statistics and clustering methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utils</td>
<td>Geometry, Normal modes, Hessian updaters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpi / msi</td>
<td>MPI Python bindings and in-house based ones (msi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shm</td>
<td>Shared Memory Python bindings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free_energy</td>
<td>Tools for estimating free energies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepare</td>
<td>Methods for systems setup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The *interpolation* module allows different types of mono-dimensional interpolations, which can also be used for two-dimensional interpolations on regular data (performing orthogonal interpolations). Each interpolator is coded as an object, implementing a “calc” method, which returns the interpolated value and the corresponding first derivative. Part of the interpolating alternatives included rely on Hermite-based splines functions, such as those of Steffen,\cite{71} Akima,\cite{72} or Fritsch-Carlson,\cite{73} but also based on Lagrange or Gaussian methods, the latter being able to smooth the data.

Another particularly handy module intended for PESs or FESs processing is the *grid* module. It supports to parse unsorted data (changing in x or y-axis) with any set of columns and transforms the data into a smooth regular grid by means of Gaussian interpolation. Moreover, this module can directly generate 3D-plots when the matplotlib library\cite{74} is accessible.

The *stats* and *utils* modules introduce an extra set of available tools. While the first one makes simple to cluster sparse data using the K-means++ algorithm,\cite{75} the second contains a mixture of broad range functions, such as basic geometrical coordinates, superimposing of cartesian sets,\cite{71,72} vibrational normal modes analysis,\cite{15} or Hessian matrix updating techniques.\cite{79}

The *free_energy* module provides different procedures for integrating free energy differences, depending on the particular methodology applied during the simulations. For instance, the integration of FEP calculations is achieved using a derived version of the Bennet acceptance ratio\cite{80,81} (BAR), while the associated error is estimated using the first-order expansion.\cite{82} On the other hand, QM\textsuperscript{3} offers two different approaches when the US technique is used: the WHAM method\cite{83,84} for rendering 1D-PMFs, and the Umbrella Integration (UI) for both 1D\cite{85,86} and 2D-PMFs.\cite{87}

Another general module is *prepare*, which aims to facilitate some aspects of the initial configuration of the model. It allows counterions to be added around a protein or solute, placing them in electrostatically optimal positions in a similar way to the “Sodium”\cite{88} program: a grid is constructed around the protein, and the electrostatic potential is calculated at each point, determining the best location for the counterion. This procedure is repeated for each ion under some restrictions, such as the ion-protein or ion-ion distances. The resulting neutrally charged model can be then solvated using different types of boxes, using the external program Packmol\cite{89} to generate them. Although all of these functions are available in other calculation suites, they complement QM\textsuperscript{3} as they help to perform the model setup within a common workflow.

The three remaining modules have been designed to facilitate communication among parallel instances of QM\textsuperscript{3} tasks or external engines. In the first case, a reduced set of MPI instructions have been wrapped into a Python binary module, affording plain IO and synchronization in parallel MPI runs. An additional module called *msi* (standing for message socket interface), based on both UNIX and internet sockets, is also provided for those cases where MPI is not available. The remaining *shm* module is also a Python binary wrapper, designed for working with shared memory to speed up IO against patched external engines, thus avoiding the use of standard files for communication.

### 3. Applications

In this section, we present a QM/MM enzymatic reaction case study. The selected process is the conversion of chorismate to prephenate, for which the mechanism is well established since it has been extensively visited in the literature, thus being a perfect candidate for benchmarking purposes. Moreover, it is a concerted unimolecular transformation, which allows a clean partition between the QM and MM regions of the model (without the requirement of any QM-MM link atom treatment) and reduces the number of chemical steps to a single one (see Scheme 3).
The starting point was a functional monomer with chorismate mutase activity from Methanococcus jannaschii (mMjCM, PDB id 2GTV). The transition state analog present in the initial X-ray structure was manually modified into a chorismate molecule. Then, hydrogen atoms were added according to the pKa values rendered by the empirical PropKa-3.1 program for a pH equal to 6.5. The protonation states of the different histidine residues, delta or epsilon, were assigned by visual inspection, trying to encourage at any time the presence of hydrogen bonds with the surrounding amino acid residues. A single counterion (Na+) was needed to fulfill the model electroneutrality and was placed into an optimal electrostatic position using the counter_ions method of the prepare module. Thereupon, the system was placed in a 90 Å × 72 Å × 69 Å orthorhombic box of water molecules generated with the Packmol program through the prepare.solvate method (see listing L1 in the SI for these two steps). The resulting model was optimized using a QM3 problem object comprising a Namd engine, which used the Charmm22 force field. The force-switch scheme was adopted for the nonbonded interactions, with a cutoff radius ranging from 14.5 to 16.5 Å, combined with periodic boundary conditions. A combination of the steepest descent followed by the FIRE algorithms were applied until reaching convergence (listing L2 in the SI). Afterward, a total of 20 ns of classical MD was run with Namd in the NVT ensemble, using the Langevin-Verlet integrator with a time step of 1 fs at a temperature of 300 K.

The previous problem object was thereupon extended with a DFTB+/3ob-3-1 engine, which opens the gate to the electronic structure treatment and thus to study the chemical reactivity. Consequently, some additional steps were carried out (listing L3 in the SI), such as defining theQM region (the 24 atoms of the substrate) and the MM one that can interact with the former (any atom up to 20 Å from the substrate, 5324 atoms in total). From this point on, only these two sets of atoms were considered as the active part of the problem, being their coordinates modified and keeping the rest of the model frozen.

Once the model was set up, relaxed, and with all its parts properly defined, the next step was to explore the PES for the conversion of chorismate into prephenate. For this purpose, a NEB was performed to characterize the energetics of the process, followed by the vibrational analysis of the located stationary structures. Initially, the band endpoints, corresponding to reactants and products, were obtained through a global QM/MM optimization of the active atoms (listing L4 in the SI). A total of 40 intermediate nodes were generated by linear interpolation, and the resulting band was minimized using the parallel version of the algorithm implemented in QM3 (listing L5 in the SI). The MM atoms were kept fully optimized at each NEB step to ensure that any substrate change was accompanied by the environment, as in the micro/macro iterative scheme presented above (see section 2.3). The predicted energy profile shows an activation energy barrier of 15 kcal/mol and an exothermic process by -7 kcal/mol, as depicted in Figure 1a.

The analysis of the normal modes (listing L6 in the SI) confirms the presence of a transition structure (see Figure 1b) with a single negative eigenvalue of 307 cm⁻¹, providing a valid starting point for a later transition structure refinement.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** a) Potential energy profile obtained from the NEB in kcal/mol. The antisymmetric combination of the breaking and forming bonds ($d_1 - d_2$, see Scheme 3) has been mapped in the abscissa. b) Detail of the active site for the node with the highest energy, assigned to the transition structure (QM substrate depicted in CPK).
step of 1 fs). The integration of the average projected forces acting on each node leads to an estimation of the activation free energy for the conversion of 13.4 kcal/mol, with an exergonic product at -11.6 kcal/mol, as observed in Figure 2.

Since the reaction can be appropriately described using the antisymmetric combination of breaking-forming bonds, a regular monodimensional PMF can be readily carried out, based on the combination of the US and WHAM methodologies. For this purpose, a total of 54 windows were run, allowing to sample the interval [-1.70:1.64] Å of the reaction coordinate (Δξ = 0.063 Å). As in the previous calculations, the NVT ensemble with a time step of 1 fs was selected, and the same number of MD steps were performed (0.5 ps for relaxation and 4.5 ps for acquisition, the endpoint of the string calculation being the starting geometry of each window). The force constant of the harmonic potential applied to restrain the coordinate at each window was 669 kcal·mol⁻¹·Å⁻², a value stiff enough to control the reaction coordinate and ensure the overlap between neighboring windows. Given no information exchange among the different windows is needed, all calculations were distributed in the available processors for running in parallel (see listing L8 of the SI). The application of the WHAM methodology renders an activation free energy of 14.5 kcal/mol, with a slightly earlier transition structure located at a value of -0.27 Å of the reaction coordinate. Regarding the formation of prephenate, the obtained PMF shows that it is an exergonic process of -11.7 kcal/mol (see Figure 2). The last methodology used to estimate the proposed reaction mechanism energetics is also a PMF calculation, but using a path-based collective variable as a reaction coordinate. The main advantage of this approach is reducing the PMF dimensionality, whatever the number of coordinates involved in the reaction process, just focusing on the reaction tube. For this purpose, additional information should be provided, such as the distance metric tensor, which depends on the collective variable coordinates. Fortunately, this can be obtained from the previous string calculation and the starting points for each window. The s coordinate ranged from zero to 6.3 for the 54 windows, and the force constant used for the umbrellas was 478 kcal/mol. As in the previous calculations, 5ps NVT molecular dynamics were run for each window (0.5 plus 4.5 ps) with an integration step of 1 fs, being all the windows submitted in parallel. The umbrella integration methodology on the data produced at each window leads to an activation free energy of 15.1 kcal/mol and an exergonic product of -9.4 kcal/mol, as shown in Figure 2. The difference of the activation free energy, compared with the one obtained with the previous PMF, could correspond to the improvement of the reaction coordinate obtained with the string method, in addition to the statistical error. For comparing both profiles, the s reaction coordinate has been mapped over the antisymmetric combination, using the average value drained from each window by means of the recovered density (see listings L9 and L10 of the SI).

Figure 2. Free energy profiles obtained applying different techniques: on-the-fly string method (STRING), standard potential of mean force (PMF), and path-based PMF (PMF$_s$).

Just a note of caution: the reader must bear in mind that this section is merely demonstrative; thus, the time lengths used to carry out the different MD should generally be longer to obtain robust conclusions and minimize statistical errors. All in all, the computational results are close to the experimentally derived value (kcat = 3.2 s⁻¹ at 303 K, thus an approximate value for ΔG$^\ddagger$ of ca 17 kcal·mol⁻¹).

Finally, for illustrative purposes, an additional example of an on-the-fly FEP calculation for a gas-phase molecule in two electronic spin states has also been included in the supporting information.

4. Conclusions

The QM$^3$ suite has been developed as a calculation platform to perform QM/MM simulations on biological processes, such as studying enzymatic catalysis, and we believe it can be useful for developing new computational methods. The frame abstraction layer provided by its modular and object-oriented structure makes it easy to adapt and expand. In addition, the use of template-based QM engines facilitates the development of new interfaces. Finally, the suite contains all the necessary ingredients to i) set up the
computational models, ii) perform different kinds of calculations, and iii) process and analyze the generated results, all in a single environment.

QM³ began as a particular solution to our research needs (not having to rewrite the same code when changing from one program to another), but we think it is mature enough to give it a broad and generic use. The QM³ is freely available via a public GitHub repository (https://github.com/sergio-marti/qm3.git).

**Associated Content: Supporting Information**

Listings of the different fully-functional Python scripts (L1-L10) used in the study of the monomeric chorismate mutase from *Methanococcus jannaschii* (mMjCM). An additional two electronic spin states FEP calculation is also included.
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Graphical Abstract

The QMCube suite allows to easily perform multiscale QM/MM simulations by combining highly efficient QM and MM external programs. Written in Python, it provides unified access to a wide range of cutting-edge computational methods but also supplies additional modules with extra functionalities.